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Gaining Focus – A Simple
Exercise
o you ever feel like you have so much going on
that you can't focus on what needs to get done?

D

Does it seem like, no matter what you do, the stress
and anxiety rules the moment with no relief in sight?
Well, here is a simple exercise* that you might find
useful. You may need to practice
it several times to get the desired
effect, but remember practice
makes perfect!

Objective: To collect your attention.
Instructions: Take a walk and count forms until
thinking diminishes or ceases entirely, and the world
appears brighter. For example: Look at a car, count
one: look at a leaf, two; look at a building, count
three, etc. It makes no difference WHAT you look at,
just every time you observe an object
count one more number. If you lose
track of your counting, just start from
one.
Expected Results: Insight, Improved well-being, and
Recovery of Focus and Attention. ENJOY!
Reprint permission Dr. Cheryl Leitschuh *Taken from
Resurfacing Techniques for Exploring Consciousness by
Harry Palmer.
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Build A Workforce That Will
Work Wonders
t the end of the interview, you should know all
there is to know about a potential employee.
Why then does it often seem as if an interviewee
walks out of the office as an enigma? After all, you’re
holding all of the cards. There’s no reason to feel
blindsided, but you do.

A

An interview is your chance to get to know a potential
hire and to understand those things about him or her
that would best suit your business. But not everyone
knows how to get the most
out of an interview.
To maximize the helpful
information you get from a
potential worker, you must
do each of three things.
First, you must develop
interview questions which
will elicit answers that identify skills specific to the
position for which you are hiring. Secondly, know
exactly which answers you are looking for with each
question asked. Finally, you need to have the courage
to challenge the answers candidates give you, to make
absolutely sure that you have the information from
them that you want.
Being unprepared for an interview can prove
disastrous down the line. The employer who does not
properly prepare for an interview is the employer
whose workplace is defined by high turnover, low
morale, low productivity and frequent accidents.
Preparation is more than having good interview
questions. If you are unprepared for the answers to
those interview questions, you will still employ a
good number of misfits.
Continued on page two – Workforce
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Continued from page one – Workforce

Well-developed questions without a plan to process the answers may
eliminate the stupid and the slow, but the smooth talking low-producers
will slip through those big holes in your screening process.
The good and prepared interviewer designs questions to identify specific
skills and talents and looks for specific answers and the manner in which
the applicant responds. The result is employment of better performers,
lower turnover and higher morale.
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Think and Act Happy. You will
create that state of mind for
yourself and inspire it in others
Take Control. Make effective
changes in your life
Set Goals that urge you
forward, yet are still realistic
Engage Your Skills. Seek
activities that use your abilities
Be Healthy. Eat well, exercise
regularly and get plenty of sleep
Surround Yourself with
happy people and nurture
these relationships
Be Compassionate and help
those in greater need
Stay Open to new people and
experiences so you continue to
grow
Take A Moment each day to
reflect on the positive things in
your life
─ Author Unknown

The problem with communication ...
is the illusion that it has been
accomplished.

What makes this interviewer so much more successful than the others is
the quality of questions asked and the manner in which he or she
processes the answers received. Behind every great workforce is a
selection process that includes a well-developed interview process
designed to ask questions that produce detailed information. The process
also includes methods of challenging answers that allow qualified
applicants to rise above those that merely talk a good game.
Develop interview questions to identify specific skills, and know what
answers you are looking for from each question. Challenge answers to be
sure you have the information you want. By consistently doing these
three things, you will build a workforce that will work wonders.
Reprint permission granted by: Lonnie Harvey, Jr., SPHR, President of The
JESCLON Group, Inc. www.jesclongroup.com

Helpful Tips For Effective Computer Use

I

n today’s environment using a computer has become an essential part
of most professions. To avoid undue stress of fatigue, loss of work, or
eye strain, follow these suggestions:




─ George Bernard Shaw
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Keep your monitor screen clean by using one of the many cleaning
pads available. This will cut down on your eye strain.
If you are working on your computer
and start to experience visual fatigue,
blink more often. As you blink your
eyes you lubricate them. It may also
be helpful to get up and walk around
the office for a couple of minutes.
One of the most frustrating things
about using a computer is when you lose your work due to power
failure or computer failure. Avoid losing the information and time
spent on it by saving your work often. An easy way to remind
yourself that it is time to save your work is by using an alarm. Set an
alarm for about 15 minutes after you start working on your computer
project. When the alarm sounds, save your work and hit the snooze
button. Most alarm snooze buttons are pre-set to go off after 9 or 10
Minutes. When it goes off again, save your work, and hit the snooze
again. Then if you have a power or computer failure, in the worst
case scenario you may lose only the last 9 or 10 minutes of work.
─ Author Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates
You can never solve a problem on the level on which it was created.
─ Albert Einstein

